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This land resembles no other place. 

Sardinia is something else. Enchanting spaces and 

distances to travel-nothing finished, 

 nothing definitive. 

It is like freedom itself.

D.H.Lawrence, 1921
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Sardinia is the second largest island of the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

1,850 kilometres of coastline and incredible 

variety of  landscapes: dramatic cliffs, gorges, 

lunar-like places. 

It's one of the oldest geoformations in the 

Mediterranean, inhabitated since the 

prehistoric age. 

Being an island has meant that Sardinia has 

been the crossroad of many different cultures, 

however  it always preserved its own unique 

character that any visitor can find: That 

identitarian style visible in craftsmanship, 

food, art and folklore. 

A little world in itself.

LIKE A WORLD IN ITSELF



One of the 5 places in the world with an 

astonishing rate of centenarians, 11 times 

more than in USA. Many think is due to the 

lyfestile, food and family support. 

IT IS A BLUE ZONE

WHY SARDINIA ? 

The Nuragic population, from the Bronze Age, 

has left more than 7.000 Nuraghi Towers 

scattered all over the island. These iconic stone 

towers are UNESCO heritage. Mont'e Prama 

Giants statues found recently, date back to X 

century BC. 

HISTORIC HERITAGE

Sardinia is a an ancient geoformation,

geologically different from the rest of Italy. 

It is not earthquake-prone and not influenced 

by international turmoils. 

A SAFE DESTINATION

IT IS SUSTAINABLE

In 2016 South Sardinia has been 

acknowledged with Barcelona as 'the most 

sustainable destination in  the 

Mediterranean See' (UNWTO). EASY TO REACH

The average flight time from the main 

European Hubs is 2 hours. It also can be 

reached by boat! 

There are 3 Airports on the island. 

New flights are added year by year.

UNIQUE TRADITIONS

Local Festivals and Traditon, folkloric dance 

and unique pottery and artisanery depict an 

island culturally different from the rest of Italy.

MEETING VENUES 

With 275 meeting spaces, state- of -the- 

art venues, Sardinia can hosts any kind of 

event from 10 up to 5.000 guests.



Sardinia has 3 airport, in ALGHERO, OLBIA 

and CAGLIARI. 

The driving distance between the airports  is 

between 2 and 4 hours. 

The temperature is mild all year round.

MAIN AREAS

ALGHERO

CAGLIARI

OLBIA

EAST COAST



Cagliari, the capital city of Region Sardinia, is nestled in the Southern coast.  

Founded by Poenicians its  ancient history  is well mixed with contemporary flair. 

It has been a Phoenician town Karalis -  then conquered by Carthaginians, Romans, Spaniards. 

Surronded by glorious natural landscape and archeological highlights, It's a very lively city, boasting shops, restaurants and a vibrant night life. 

The mild climate makes Cagliari enjoyable all year round and one of the Italian cities with highest quality of life. 

CAGLIARI

CAGLIARI





A lively Medioeval town, Alghero, has a peculiar identity, as it has been a Spanish colony, reason why is called 

"Barceloneta". 

This identity is  still clearly visible in the characteristic cobble-stone streets of the centre, framed by defensive walls, 

churches and historical buildings in Gothic  and Medioeval style. 

The town is surrounded by marvellous beaches,  by marine reserves and national  park offering  perfect playground 

for outdoor activities and water sports. 

The territory around the city is a wine and olive oil area, with family -run farms perfect to taste  authentic local 

delicacies. 

By the evening Alghero turns itself into a very  lively town packed with restaurants and cafes' , shops and  beautiful 

seaviews.

ALGHERO







Alghero costliine



At the centre - eastern part of the island, the landscape is wild and 

unspoiled, an area where cultural and natural gems have been carefully 

preserved. 

 It represents the wild heart of Sardinia, with a rugged  

mountainous landscape which end on the coast with spectacular cliffs 

on crystalline waters. 

The area is also rich in archeological sites from the prehistorical age.

the EAST 

COAST

Cala Luna



East Coast





Nuraghe Tower 



The northeast of the island , the coast of Gallura, is very jagged and continues along  small 

fiords, rock-cliffs and little islands that form the fantastic archipelago of La Maddalena, 

protected area, a natural bridge towards nearby Corsica. The landscape is characterised by 

granite rocks and mountains . The main centres of the area are Tempio and Arzachena. The 

glamorous  Costa Smeralda  has a length of ca 20 km. White sandy beaches, golf clubs, 

private jet, exclusive hotels, have drawn here celebrities & business leaders.  

The main towns and villages in the area are Porto Cervo, Porto Rotondo, Capriccioli, and 

Romazzino, great for luxury shopping. 

Archaeological sites include the Li Muri Giants' graves and Nuraghe Albucciu. 

EMERALD COAST



Porto Cervo

La Maddalena Archipelago Stella Maris Church



San Pantaleo



Nuragic ruins

The sea of the Emerald Coast



Popular traditions are still  deeply rooted in 

the Sardnian culture, in all their varied 

forms. 

Being an island prevented Sardinia from 

being involved in major events in the 

Mediterranean area, and made possible to 

preserve many popular costumes and 

traditions handed down from a generation to 

another. 

Autoctones populations were present since 

the Neolithic age on the island. 

In fact an impressive amount of pre- 

historical heritage can be found here: 

Nuraghe, the symbol of Sardinia, 

are scattered all over the island, there are 

7.000 of them. They are stone tower dated 

back to the Bronze Age and their meaning is 

still quite a mystery: they were built for 

religious, defensive purposes maybe? 

The folkloric culture of Sardinia is still 

clearly visible in craftmanship, textile 

manufactures, pottery, which has its unique 

style, different from the Italian peninsula. 

The festivals, that take place in the small 

villages and also in the bigger towns, still 

follow ancient rituals that come partly from 

the Spanish tradition, partly from ancestral 

pagan and religious rites. 

CULTURE & TRADITIONS

I candelieri



La Sartiglia Carnival



Carnival at Ottana



The Mamuthones, ancient traditional masks, walk through the streets of the villages wearing a 

fur carrying heavy bells on their back, at a slow pace , with their rhythmic sound that breaks the 

silence of the crowd which follow them 

Mamuthones



Nuraghe Barumini "SU Nuraxi" - Unesco Site



NATURE WONDERS

La Maddalena Islands



Chia



Southern Coast



Ogliastra



info@utterlysardinia.com

Anna Maria Murmura 
UK      + 44 77 41482633   
ITALY +39 345 5343928


